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to evacuate Cologne whenever the treaty was signed. The general
feeling of the nation was unmistakable, and on the division
(November 27) to approve or reject the Locarno Pact the oppo-
sition could muster from all the ranks of extremism only one
hundred and seventy-four votes. The treaty was approved by
a majority of one hundred and seventeen, and the "Nationalist"
president, who as was his constitutional right had been kept
informed of the course of the negotiations., equally approved. The
formal signature took place in London on December I, 1925;
Germany was restored to Europe by the act of her enemies and
Cologne became German soil again (January 30, 1926). The war
had ended in 1918; peace was now finally declared. To mark
the end of a great task greatly done the cabinet—since the defection
of the Nationalists a minority rump—resigned (December 5,1925).
Locarno marked the end of a definite period in international
relations. It also indicated the approaching end of a period in
German politics. Foreign affairs obviously would continue to
bulk largely., but for the first time domestic issues would have
a chance to become dominant. That would mean a definite step
towards a political state of healthiness and such a step would
make necessary a regrouping of forces. Somewhere a basis of
power must be found for a true parliamentary government. What-
ever might be done on a foreign issue that divided the nation
for and against, no cabinet with a controversial domestic pro-
gramme—and with an infinity of domestic issues awaiting settle-
ment no domestic programme could avoid being controversial—
could go on maintaining itself by appeal and counter-appeal, by
playing off the Right against the Left, by intriguing inside the
parties, by exhausting every possible combination of party or
section to maintain a majority and then giving up in sheer despair,
only to perform a minor reshuffle and try again. Only the fact
that there were burning national issues involved which were also
burning international issues had prevented the least observant
from seeing that the actual system was the last word in political
childishness.
The regrouping took time, as the appreciation that the situation
had really changed slowly gained ground. After Locarno Luther

